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With the recent rise in COVID-19 numbers,
and the health of safety of our community at
the forefront of our decision making, FKK
suspended all activities on June 28th, 2020.
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• ONE CLUB
•

FKK announces
partnership with
PlayMetrics

Our intention is to return on July 25th, which
will signify the start of the Fall season with
the highly awaited, SSP Testing!

•

ONE FAMILY

•

FKK has remarkable 97%
retention rate from
tryouts

•

ONE GOAL

•

WeGotSoccer provides
Together and Back Shirts.

In the meantime, we hope you all remain safe
and continue to follow all recommended
guidelines from the city, county, and state!

ONE FAMILY
This year tryouts looked a little different. No
longer was it showing up to a field after you
registered, getting that numbered bib,
fastening it to yourself, only to promptly forget
it the next day.
After first suspending activates due to Covid19 back in March, it would be almost a full
three months before we could see the field
again, and for FKK’s returning players, it was a
celebration when we finally could.
FKK saw a remarkable 94% Retention rate
from the spring season to the 2020/2021
tryouts. This percentage proves what we have
been preaching for the seven years we have
been in existence; One Family. There is no
other club in Central Florida quite like us. And
that’s because of you, our community. We truly
couldn’t do it without you.

ONE CLUB
FKK is excited to announce its new
partnership with PlayMetrics!
This efficient and effective app will allow
quick communication and unify club
management activities in one place
Key Features for FKK Families:
• Receive time sensitive updates via your
phone with automatic alerts: Weather
updates, field changes, game/practice
cancellations etc. (this will replace the
RainOut app we used to use)
• Game/training schedules will be
managed using PlayMetrics. This
replaces TeamSnap
• Everything will be completed through
this app instead of various places in one
easy-to-manage hub

ONE GOAL
FKK wanted to send a
HUGE thank you to our
wonderful partners,
WeGotSoccer, for
providing us with an
awesome “Together
and Back” jersey!
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